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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm of Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA) for heterogeneous domain adaptation (HDA), which associates and recognizes cross-domain data observed in different feature spaces
(and thus with different dimensionality). With the objective to derive a domain-invariant feature subspace for relating source and target-domain data, our G-JDA learns a pair
of feature projection matrices (one for each domain), which
allows us to eliminate the difference between projected crossdomain heterogeneous data by matching their marginal and
class-conditional distributions. We conduct experiments on
cross-domain classification tasks using data across different
features, datasets, and modalities. We confirm that our GJDA would perform favorably against state-of-the-art HDA
approaches.
Index Terms— heterogeneous domain adaptation, object
recognition, text categorization
1. INTRODUCTION
In the areas of machine learning and pattern recognition, domain adaptation (DA) deals with the learning of data collected
across domains. For example, one needs to recognize the object in an image captured by a smartphone, while the labeled
training data is collected from the Internet. As a result, training and test data would exhibit distinct feature distributions.
DA thus aims to exploit rich label information observed in a
source domain, so that the data of interest in the target domain
can be processed or recognized accordingly [1, 2].
When relating cross-domain data, two different settings
are generally considered: semi-supervised or unsupervised
DA. The former allows a small number of labeled data to be
collected in the target domain, while the latter only observes
unlabeled target-domain data during the adaptation process.
Nevertheless, existing DA approaches either focus on deriving a common feature space for associating cross-domain
data [1, 2, 3], or choose to identify/weight representative data
instances (i.e., landmarks) [4, 5, 6] for performing adaptation.
It is worth noting that, most existing DA approaches require the source and target-domain data to be represented by

the same type of features (and thus with the same feature dimensionality). This is referred to as homogeneous domain
adaptation. When cross-domain data are described by distinct features (e.g., color vs. texture), or if such data are
collected from different domains (e.g., image vs. text), one
would encounter the challenging problem of heterogeneous
domain adaptation (HDA). In order to relate heterogenous
cross-domain data, HDA typically requires a small number
of labeled data in the target domain. Moreover, depending on
the presence of unlabeled target-domain data during the adaptation process, supervised or semi-supervised settings can be
considered for HDA [7, 8]. Nevertheless, existing homogeneous DA approaches cannot be directly applied for solving
HDA problems.
With recent research attention gradually shifts to HDA,
a number of solutions have been proposed. For example,
some researchers choose to learn a feature transformation,
which either project data from one domain to the other, or
project cross-domain data to a common subspace for adaptation [9, 10, 11, 12, 7]. On the other hand, aiming at adapting
the classification model, others propose to match the classifiers or prediction models trained on different heterogeneous
domains [13, 8].
In this paper, we propose Generalized Joint Distribution
Adaptation (G-JDA), which is a feature-transformation based
learning algorithm for semi-supervised HDA. Inspired by a
recent work of [3], we aim to learn a pair of feature transformation (one for each domain), which allows us to derive a
domain-invariant feature space for associating heterogeneous
cross-domain data. When deriving such domain-specific feature transformation, our objective is to simultaneously match
cross-domain marginal and conditional feature distributions,
which would relate cross-domain data with adaptation and
classification performance guarantees.
The contributions of this paper are highlighted below:
• We propose Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA) for heterogeneous domain adaptation, in
which source and target-domain data are collected from
different domains and feature spaces.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA) for heterogeneous domain adaptation (HDA).
• Our G-JDA learns a pair of feature transformation,
which allows one to match cross-domain marginal and
conditional data distributions in a domain-invariant feature space for adaptation and classification.
• Our experiments confirm that our G-JDA is able to
perform favorably against state-of-the-art HDA approaches on the task of classification across across features, datasets, and modalities.
2. RELATED WORK
Most existing DA approaches consider a homogeneous setting, in which both source and target-domain data are described by the same type of features. With the goal to derive
a common feature space for associating cross-domain data,
Pan et al. [1] proposed transfer component analysis (TCA),
which learns a projection matrix by matching marginal probability distributions of cross-domain data based on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy [14] (MMD) criterion. Later, Long
et al. [3] extended TCA to Joint Distribution Adaptation
(JDA), which jointly minimizes the difference between the
marginal and conditional probability distributions of crossdomain data. On the other hand, Gong et al. [6] proposed
a landmark selection method, which first selects the sourcedomain instances with similar distributions as those of the
target-domain instances, followed by the learning of feature
projection via Geodesic Flow Kernel (GFK) [15].
Heterogeneous domain adaptation (HDA) deals with
cross-domain data collected from different domains and described by distinct types of features. Existing HDA methods
can be divided into two categories. One aims to transform heterogeneous data from one domain to the other for adaptation
purposes [9, 12, 13]. For example, Kulis et al. [9] proposed
asymmetric regularized cross-domain transformation (ARCt), which can be viewed as nonlinear metric learning with
particular data similarity constraints. Hoffman et al. [12] presented a Max-Margin Domain Transform (MMDT) method,
which transforms the target-domain data to the source domain
while deriving a max-margin classifiers. Instead of mapping
cross-domain data, Zhou et al. [13] proposed sparse heterogeneous feature representation (SHFR) for learning a sparse
transformation matrix, which is able to transform the classi-

fiers across domains.
The other category of HDA approaches choose to learn
separate projection matrices, which transform cross-domain
data into a common feature subspace [11, 10, 16, 7, 8]. For
example, Shi et al. [11] proposed heterogeneous spectral
mapping (HeMap) to derive mapping matrices based on spectral embedding. Wang and Mahadevan [10] chose to solve
domain adaptation by manifold alignment (DAMA), and derived projection matrices by manifold alignment with data locality constraints. Duan et al. [16] proposed heterogeneous
feature augmentation (HFA), which first produces two transformation matrices to project the data into a common feature
space, followed by the learning of classifiers in that space.
As noted in Section 1, in addition to the presence of
labeled data in source and target domains, semi-supervised
HDA also observes the unlabeled target-domain data during
the adaptation process. Recent works on semi-supervised
HDA show that improved adaptation and classification performance can be further achieved. For example, Li et al. [7]
extended HFA to a semi-supervised version (i.e., SHFA) by
incorporating unlabeled target-domain data in the training
stage. Xiao et al. [8] proposed a semi-supervised subspace
co-projection method (SCP) for HDA, which projects data
across domains into a common latent subspace. By observing cross-domain data with MMD criterion, their method is
able to derive the learning model while preserving data consistency in the resulting feature space.
3. OUR PROPOSED METHOD
3.1. Problem Setting and Notations
We first define the semi-supervised HDA problem, and introduce the notations which will be used in the remaining
S
of this paper. Let DS = {XS , YS } = {xiS , ySi }ni=1
dei
dS
note the source-domain data, where xS ∈ R indicates the
dS -dimensional source-domain instance, and ySi is its corresponding label from the label set L = {1, 2, .., C}. SimT
ilarly, we have DT = {XT , YT } = {xiT , yTi }ni=1
as the
i
dT
i
target-domain data where xT ∈ R and yT ∈ L. For
semi-supervised HDA, we further define DT as an integration
of labeled and unlabeled data subsets DL = {XL , YL } =

i nU
i nL
}i=1 , respec{xiL , yL
}i=1 and DU = {XU , YU } = {xiU , yU
i nL
tively. Target-domain labels {yL }i=1 are known in advance,
i nU
but {yU
}i=1 are to be predicted. Recall that, HDA deals with
source and target-domain data in different feature spaces and
exhibiting distinct distributions. Thus, we have RdS 6= RdT
and marginal distributions PS (XS ) 6= PT (XT ).
It is worth noting that, semi-supervised HDA allows a sufficient number of labeled data to be collected in the source
domain, but only few labeled target-domain data are available
(i.e., nL  {nS , nU }). In addition, we assume that at least
one labeled instance is available for each class c from L in
both source and target domains. In a nutshell, the main goal
of HDA is to predict the labels of unlabeled target-domain
i nU
data {yU
}i=1 by leveraging the information across heterogeneous domains.

3.2. Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA)

our G-JDA enforces the constraint of X̂HX̂> = I, where
1
H = InS +nT − nS +n
1nS +nT , and 1nS +nT is the matrix
T
with all elements equal to one. This constraint is to preserve
the variance of the projected cross-domain data, which implies additional data discriminating ability [1, 3].
By applying Maximum Mean Discrepancy [14] (MMD)
as the criterion of measuring distribution similarity, Emar
can be calculated by the distance between the two empirical
sample means [3]. In other words, the difference between
>
PS (A>
S XS ) and PT (AT XT ) can be estimated as follows:
Emar (AS , AT ) = k

nS
nT
1 X
1 X
i
A>
x
−
A> xj k2 . (2)
nS i=1 S S nT j=1 T T

Similarly, the Econd term is approximated by measuring the distance between PS (A>
S XS |YS = c) and
PT (A>
X
|Y
=
c).
Thus,
we
define
Econd as follows:
T T
T
c

As noted in Section 2, Joint Distribution Adaptation [3] has
been successfully applied to domain adaptation tasks. However, JDA can only deal with cross-domain data lying in the
same (homogeneous) feature space, and thus it cannot be directly applied to HDA.
Inspired by [10, 7], we aim at finding distinct feature
transformation for source and target-domain data, so that such
cross-domain data can be projected into a domain-invariant
feature space for adaptation and recognition. When deriving
the above feature transformation, our goal is to match crossdomain data distributions, so that the domain difference (or
mismatch) in the resulting feature space can be eliminated.
We now detail our proposed algorithm. As noted above,
we aim to learn transformation matrices AS ∈ RdS ×dK
and AT ∈ RdT ×dK for XS and XT , respectively, so that
both marginal and conditional distributions across domains
>
can be matched (i.e., PS (A>
S XS ) ≈ PT (AT XT ) and
>
>
PS (YS |AS XS ) ≈ PT (YT |AT XT )). Note that dK denotes
the dimensionality of the resulting feature space.
>
Since PS (YS |A>
S XS ) and PT (YT |AT XT ) cannot be estimated directly, we turn to calculate PS (A>
S XS |YS ) and
PT (A>
X
|Y
)
instead
[3].
As
a
result,
our
proposed
GenerT
T
T
alized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA) can be formulated as
min Emar (AS , AT ) +

AS ,AT

C
X

(c)

Econd (AS , AT )

c=1



2
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+ λ kAS k + kAT k



(1)

s.t. X̂HX̂> = I,
>
where X̂ = [A>
S XS , AT XT ] are the projected cross-domain
(c)
data and Emar and Econd indicate the matching of crossdomain marginal and conditional distributions (of class c),
respectively. Parameters λ regularizes the derivation of transformation, and I is the identity matrix. It is worth noting that,

(c)
Econd (AS , AT )

c

nS
nT
1 X
1 X
i,c
=k c
A>
x
−
A> xj,c k2 ,
nS i=1 S S
ncT j=1 T T

(3)
where xi,c
S denotes the i-th source-domain instance of class
c, and ncS is the total number of such instances in that class.
Note that, when matching cross-domain data during the adaptation process, we apply the predicted labels (i.e., pseudo labels) for the unlabeled target-domain data. Thus, the original
semi-supervised setting in the target domain can be converted
c
into a supervised one. Thus, we have xj,c
T and nT denote the
j-th target-domain instance of class c and the total number of
such instances, respectively. In the following subsection, we
will detail how we solve (1) for HDA.
3.3. Optimization of G-JDA
To solve the optimization problem of (1), we first define the
data matrix


XS
0dS ×nT
X=
,
0dT ×nS
XT
and an augmented transformation matrix A = [AS ; AT ].
nS +nT
We have a label set defined as Z = {zi }i=1
=
i nS
i nT
{{yS }i=1 , {yT }i=1 }, in which target-domain labels
i nL
i nU
i
T
{yTi }ni=1
= {{yL
}i=1 , {b
yU
}i=1 }. We note that, yL
and
i
ybU indicate the true and pseudo labels for the target-domain
instances, respectively.
As suggested in [1, 3] , we can rewrite (2) as
Emar = tr(A> XM0 X> A),

(4)

where tr(·) denotes the trace sum, and the each entry in the
matrix M0 ∈ R(nS +nT )×(nS +nT ) is calculated as

1

 nS nS if i, j ≤ nS
(M0 )ij = nT1nT if i, j > nS

 −1
otherwise.
nS nT

Algorithm 1 Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation

Similarly, we simplify (3) into the following formulation:
(c)
Econd

>

>

= tr(A XMc X A),

(5)

where Mc ∈ R(nS +nT )×(nS +nT ) with each entry
 1

ncS ncS



1


 nc nc
T

(Mc )ij =

T

−1


ncS ncT





0

if i, j ≤ nS and zi = zj = c
if i, j > nS and zi = zj = c
(
i ≤ nS , j > n S
and zi = zj = c
if
i > nS , j ≤ nS
otherwise.

We note that, the constraints in (1) can be rewritten as
1
A> XHX> A = I, where H = InS +nT − nS +n
1nS +nT
T
and 1 is a matrix which all element equals to 1.
With the above derivations, we turn the original problem
of (1) into the following compact version:
C
X

min
A=[AS ;AT ]

words, we iterate between the learning of transformation A
i nU
and updating of the pseudo labels {ŷU
}i=1 until convergence.
The use of our proposed G-JDA for HDA is now summarized
in Algorithm 1.
4. EXPERIMENTS

>

>



2

2

tr(A XMi X A) + λ kAS k + kAT k



i=0
>

s.t. A XHX> A = I.
(6)
To solve the transformation A, we first derive the Lagrange
function of (6), and take the derivative of this Lagrange function with respect to A and set it to zero. This allows us to
solve A by determining the dK smallest eigenvectors of the
following generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:
(X

S
Input: Source-domain data DS = {xiS , ySi }n
i=1 , labeled targeti nL
domain data DL = {xiL , yL
}i=1 , unlabeled target-domain data
U
{xiU }n
i=1 , dimension dK , and parameter λ
1: Initialize AS , AT in (7) using DS and DL
2: while not converge do
3:
Learn linear SVMs using projected labeled cross-domain data
i nU
4:
Update pseudo labels {ŷU
}i=1
c
5:
Calculate {Mi }i=0 and solve (7) for updating AS , AT
6: end while
i nU
Output: AS , AT , and {ŷU
}i=1

c
X

Mi X> + R)A = ψXHX> A,

(7)

i=0

where R ∈ RnS +nT =



λInS
0nT ×nS

0nS ×nT
λInT


and ψ is the

Lagrange multipliers.
3.4. G-JDA for Semi-Supervised HDA
When applying G-JDA for solving semi-supervised HDA
problems, we need to assign pseudo labels for unlabeled
target-domain data, so that the matching of cross-domain
class-conditional data distributions can be performed. To start
this adaptation process, we simply consider all the source
and target-domain data with ground truth label information
to initialize the transformation A from (7). Thus, no preU
dicted labels for {xiU }ni=1
will be utilized. Once this initialization stage is complete, we use the observed AS , AT to
project source and target-domain data into the resulting common feature space. In this space, we learn linear SVMs [17]
using projected labeled cross-domain data for predicting the
i nU
pseudo labels {yU
}i=1 for the unlabeled target-domain instances. With all the pseudo-labels are obtained, we then
update the transformations AS , AT by solving (7). In other

4.1. Datasets and Parameter Settings
To evaluate the adaptation and classification performance of
our proposed G-JDA, we consider two benchmark datasets for
experiments: Office + Caltech-256 [2, 18] and Multilingual
Reuters Collection [19, 20]. The former is for cross-domain
object recognition, and the latter is for cross-lingual text categorization.
The Office dataset [2] contains three sub-datasets:
Amazon(A) (images from the Internet), Webcam (W) (lowresolution images captured by webcams), and DSLR (D)
(high-resolution images captured by digital cameras). Each
sub-dataset has 31 categories of daily office objects. On the
other hand, Caltech-256 (C) [18] consists of 256 object categories. Following [2], we select ten overlapping object categories from Office and Caltech-256 for experiments. Moreover, two types of features are used: SURF [21] and DeCAF [22]. The SURF feature is extracted from each image
and converted into a Bag-of-Words (BOW) model using a
codebook of 800 visual words. The latter is a novel deeplearning based feature with 4096 dimensionality.
Multilingual Reuters Collection [19, 20] is the dataset
typically applied for multi-lingual text categorization. It contains about 11K articles from 6 categories in 5 languages
(English, French, Italian, German, and Spanish). Following previous HDA works [16, 13, 7], we describe each article by BOW with TF-ITF, and perform PCA with 60% energy preserved. The resulting dimensions of the five languages English, French, Italian, German, and Spanish are
1131, 1230, 1417, 1041, and 807, respectively.
As for the parameters, we fix the regularization parameter λ = 1 and feature dimension dK = 80 in our work.
To compare our performance with other HDA approaches,
we consider the baseline approach of SVMt , which simply
learns standard SVMs using the labeled target-domain data

Table 1. Classification results (%) with standard deviations
for cross-feature object recognition.
S,T

SVMt

A, A
W, W
C, C

38.9±0.7
52.3±1.2
27.6±0.6

A, A
W, W
C, C

82.3±0.9
84.7±1.0
70.3±1.3

DAMA
HFA
DeCAF6 to SURF
40.6±0.6 43.5± 0.5
57.0±0.9 62.8±0.7
28.8±0.6 31.7±0.6
SURF to DeCAF6
86.7±0.5 87.8±0.3
87.3±0.9 89.2±0.8
72.8±0.8 77.3±0.7

Table 2. Classification results (%) with standard deviations
for object recognition across datasets and features.

MMDT

G-JDA

S,T

SVMt

45.0±0.7
57.7±0.8
30.8±0.7

50.3±0.7
63.8±0.9
33.7±0.8

A, D
W, D
C, D

51.3±0.8

86.5±0.5
88.2±0.6
76.4±0.7

92.3±0.2
89.4±0.9
86.7±0.5

A, D
W, D
C, D

89.7±0.8

(i.e., no adaptation). We also consider three state-of-the-art
HDA methods: DAMA [10], HFA [16], and MMDT [12].
4.2. Object Recognition Across Feature Spaces
We first consider object recognition across feature spaces, i.e.,
SURF and DeCAF) in source and target domains, respectively. We only show the results of Amazon, Webcam, and
Caltech, since the size of DSLR is much smaller than others.
Following the settings in [7, 12, 16], 20 and 3 images per object category are chosen as labeled images in source and target domains, respectively. The remaining images in the target
domain are unlabeled and to be recognized.
We list the average recognition results of 20 random trials
in Table 1. It is obvious that, without performing adaptation,
SVMt was not able to achieve satisfactory performance. Our
G-JDA, on the other hand, reported promising results, and
performed favorably against DAMA, HFA, and MMDT.
4.3. Object Recognition Across Datasets and Features
We now consider a more challenging object recognition task
using data across datasets and feature spaces. Following the
settings of 4.2, we choose Amazon, Webcam, and Caltech as
the source domains, and DSLR as the target domain due to
its limited size. The results from 20 trials are shown in Table
2. Again, from this table, our proposed G-JDA achieved the
highest average accuracy among all the methods. Thus, the
effectiveness of our G-JDA for cross-domain object recognition can be successfully verified.
4.4. Cross-Lingual Text Categorization
To evaluate our adaptation and recognition performance on
the Multilingual Reuters Collection dataset, we follow
[7, 16] and consider English, French, Italian, and German as
the source domains. Thus, Spanish is viewed as the target domain. For the source domain, we randomly choose 100 articles per category as labeled articles. As for the target-domain,
we choose numbers of {10,20} per category as labeled data,
and randomly choose 500 articles per category in the remaining subset as unlabeled data. The average results of 20 trials are presented listed in Table 3. By comparing the results

DAMA
HFA
DeCAF6 to SURF
51.7±0.9 56.8±0.6
56.2±0.9 56.5±0.5
52.8±0.8 56.9±0.6
SURF to DeCAF6
90.5±0.5 91.3±0.6
89.4±0.6 90.8±0.7
89.8±0.6 90.6±0.8

MMDT

G-JDA

53.9±0.6
52.3±0.9
55.2±0.8

56.9±0.7
55.5±0.8
57.2±1.0

90.5±0.6
90.8±0.6
91.2±0.6

94.3±0.7
95.0±0.4
92.8±0.8

shown in Table 3, it is clear that our G-JDA again performed
favorably against the baseline and state-of-the-art HDA approaches. Thus, the above experiments support the use of our
G-JDA for cross-lingual text categorization.

4.5. Analysis on Convergence and Parameter Sensitivity
Finally, we discuss the issues of optimization convergence
and parameter sensitivity. Considering the cross-feature object recognition using Caltech, in which SURF and DeCAF
features are applied for describing source and target-domain
data, we present the recognition performance over the number
of iterations in Figure 2(a). From this figure, we see that our
algorithm converged within 3 iterations, and thus our G-JDA
is computationally feasible for performing such HDA tasks.
To evaluate the parameter sensitivity, we further plot the
recognition performance versus different λ values in Figure
2(b). We also consider the performance over different dimensionality numbers dK , and show the results in Figure 2(c).
From the above figures, it can be seen that our default choices
of λ = 1 and dK = 80 are reasonable. Nevertheless, we did
not fine tune such parameters for each test in our experiments,
and thus both the effectiveness and robustness of our G-JDA
can be successfully verified.
5. CONCLUSION
We proposed Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation
(G-JDA) for recognizing heterogeneous cross-domain data.
Given source-domain labeled data and a small number of labeled data in the target domain, our G-JDA is able to associate
heterogeneous cross-domain data in this semi-supervised setting, and classifies the remaining unlabeled data in the target
domain. By learning a pair of feature transformation matrices for source and target-domain data, our G-JDA derives a
domain-invariant subspace by matching the marginal and conditional distributions of projected cross-domain data. As a result, one can apply labeled data for recognizing the projected
unlabeled target-domain data accordingly. Our experiments
on several cross-domain classification tasks verified the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed G-JDA for HDA.

Table 3. Classification results with standard deviations for cross-lingual text categorization with Spanish as the target domain.
# labeled target domain data / category = 10
SVMt
DAMA
HFA
MMDT
G-JDA
66.1±0.8 67.7±0.5 68.9±0.6 69.4±0.8
61.5±1.0 68.1±0.5 69.3±0.6 70.5±0.7
67.3±0.6
63.4±0.8 68.4±0.5 68.7±0.5 69.6±1.0
65.3±0.8 68.0±0.5 69.5±0.6 70.1±1.0

88
86
84
82
80
78
76
74

# labeled target domain data / category = 20
SVMt
DAMA
HFA
MMDT
G-JDA
73.1±0.4 74.3±0.4 75.5±0.4 76.0±0.7
72.2±0.5 74.8±0.3 75.3±0.5 76.8±0.8
74.5±0.4
69.3±0.7 74.4±0.4 75.7±0.5 76.8±0.7
73.0±0.4 75.0±0.4 76.3±0.4 76.6±0.7
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Fig. 2. Analysis on (a) iteration, (b) regularization parameter λ, and (c) common subspace dimensionality dK , respectively.
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